
 

 

Dear Friends of Living Media, 

 The last year at Living Media, the first year...it all started out with 11 days that no one 

remembers.  No one in this country can look back over the past year and force their memory to actually 

arrive at January 1st.  No matter how hard we try, our minds run into a big cement wall that we can't 

think past on January 12th.  A big cement wall that's cracked and quaking and about to collapse.  January 

12th at 4:52pm.  That's where the CD skips.  Life existed before that point.  I know that there was activity 

in those 11 days, but it seems meaningless to try to remember.  And now, looking back over the year of 

2010, every day after the 12th is full of moments that we can't forget.  Difficult struggles to overcome, 

small triumphs and grand celebrations, but we can't talk about any of them anymore without 

mentioning the word "earthquake".  

 For Living Media International, we are an organization that was conceived back in 2009, long 

before that fateful day, but we weren't officially born until shortly after on February 1st.  We are a baby 

that was born under the rubble.  This has made our natal year an interesting one as we all work to build 

this organization on a foundation scarred by this catastrophe.  We've had to re-evaluate our priorities 

and modify our programs to better meet the changing needs of our community.  We've had to be more 

creative in finding ways to pursue our original objectives while remaining flexible to the unexpected 

realities that this environment throws at us.  Along the way other era-defining words have been added 

to "earthquake".  "Hurricane," "Hunger," "Cholera," "Political Conflict."   

 Through it all, Living Media has managed to make its first steps towards a more creative, better 

educated, and more undeniably beautiful society.  We have been fortunate to find just the right people 

along the way to help us take those steps.  We thank all of our supporters, volunteers, and friends for 

joining us on this journey.  As we look forward to the New Year, we hope that you will continue to walk 

alongside us.  We need your collaboration to make this work of art a success. 

 I personally am encouraged by the progress that we have made this year and am excited to see 

what the future will hold for Living Media.  Please see our attached annual report for 2010 to read a 

complete overview of our activities including photos, financial breakdowns, and goals for the future.  

Again, on behalf of all of us at Living Media, thank you, and have a happy and beautiful New Year! 

Sincerely, 

Lee Rainboth 

 
Executive Director, 
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The Living Media Story 

When you create a work of art you start with a media such as paint, charcoal, metal, or film, and 
then you apply it to a surface such as canvas, paper, or wood, to create a final product that 
transforms both the original media and the surface or space to which it was applied to create 
something beautiful and significant. The idea with Living Media International is to take an 
individual's life that has been discouraged by the ugliness of poverty and transform it within the 
context of the community that it exists in to create something that is more beautiful, dignified, 
and hopeful for both the individual and the community.  In this way the human's lives become 
the media and their journey becomes the masterpiece.  Art is frequently thought of as a target 
for charity itself, with nonprofit galleries and the concept of “starving artists,” but in the cultural 
context of countries where people literally struggle to find food to eat each day, art can be used 
as a catalyst instead to inspire social transformation and economic development.  In 
impoverished nations where the evolution of art has taken very unique paths, the possibilities 
of what art can accomplish to impact the lives of those living in poverty are great.   
 
It is with this theory that American artist, Lee Rainboth founded Living Media International.  He 
had been living in Mizak, Haiti, for more than two years, working for an international fair trade 
business dedicated to creating jobs for Haitian women.  It was during this time that he came to 
know many young adults in the community who were stuck in a difficult phase of their 
educations, unable to move forward, yet were filled with potential and creativity.  It was this 
generation of Haitians that he saw having the biggest dreams and most persistent commitment 
to change for their people, but they were being overlooked by the international community that 
holds the resources to help them initiate that change.  So Lee decided that if this community 
and country was ever going to truly progress, it was going to be through investing in these 
young adults and developing them into strong, creative, leaders.  In October 2009, Lee sat down 
with three of the most promising young men that he had come to know in the community, 
Kesnel Tondereaux, Jona Douge, and Serge Gabriel, to brainstorm ways that their generation 
could be inspired to ignite real societal transformation.  Together they began making plans for 
what Living Media International could become.  Soon after, they added Yvette Jean-Jacques to 
the group as Director of Education to fill out the initial staff.  Once they had their plan, they 
were ready to begin establishing it as an organization with international involvement and a 
board of directors was formed in the United States in November 2009, and was incorporated in 
the state of Iowa shortly after. 
 
Living Media was laying the groundwork so that it might commence with activities in Mizak in 
February 2010, when the historic 7.0 earthquake struck on January 12th and changed the future 
of the entire country.  Naturally, following such a devastating event, Living Media re-evaluated 
its priorities to respond to the needs of its community in the most effective way possible.  So in 
addition to its objectives of promoting the arts and education, Living Media began engaging in 
disaster relief efforts to help people in the Mizak area rediscover the beauty in life.   
 
There is a lot of destruction in this world and we believe that the only anecdote is creation. The 
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trick is to invest in what is beautiful rather than trying to cover up what is ugly and by working 
with a generation of young adults committed to making their future brighter we will be able to 
create a new beginning where beauty is encouraged to grow.  We search out the most creative 
of these young adults and help them to cultivate their talents and find their passion, then guide 
them on a path that uses those passions in a way that makes a public and individual difference.  
In this way we devote ourselves to building local economies with local talent. 
 
The mission of Living Media International is to create opportunities through art, music, and 
creativity, for young adults in rural Haiti to have pride in their communities and to contribute to 
their development.  Its vision is to write a new chapter in the art history books where art 
becomes more than an object in a gallery but becomes understood as a vehicle for social 
change and inspires people in all corners of the world to search for the beauty in every human 
life and express that beauty in new ways. 
 
In August, 2010, Living Media received its tax-exempt status through section 501(c)3 of the IRS 
code in the United States. 
 
As the work of Living Media grew throughout the year and its activities expanded, it was also 
decided to expand the Haitian Social Committee by adding three new young adults who had 
already demonstrated promise and commitment to Living Media's objectives, Roberson 
Philemont, Marjorie Géré and Petuel Bongard.   
 

Board of Directors 
Lee Rainboth 
Judy Haselhoef 
Jessica Leavitt 
Maria Lux 
Emily Muteb  

Haitian Social Committee 
Lee Rainboth 
Kesnel Tondereau 
Jona Douge 
Yvette Jean-Jacques 
Serge Gabriel 
Roberson Philemont 
Marjorie Géré 
Petuel Bongard 
 

 
Right: Living Media Haitian staff 
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Our work is focused on young adults, those who have the most potential to activate positive 

transformation in their communities who, because of the tragic lack of opportunity there, 

continue to abandon their homes in search of work and life in larger cities or more affluent 

countries.  However, when they arrive in these other places they discover that nothing more is 

available there and they frequently get lost in situations of violence, drugs, prostitution, and 

even greater poverty.   People who are born with naturally creative spirits but have never been 

exposed to opportunities to nourish visionary tendencies will be equipped and trained through 

our services to harness their imaginations to make a real difference in their society.  

 
 

Our objectives: 

1. Expand educational opportunities for all people in our area through the arts and 
creativity. 

2. Encourage young adults to initiate creative new ways to develop their communities. 
3. Inspire young adults to believe in their purpose in life and help them build a path to 

achieve that purpose. 
4. Through all programs, train young adults to be effective, future leaders. 
5. Increase local pride in the community through programs in the arts, music, and 

culture. 
6. Offer new opportunities for artists to market and sell their work. 
7. Create local business that draws interest to the area and spreads knowledge about 

the area and its people. 
8. Use local art-forms as tools of communication to share the local culture with an 

international community of artists, activists, and fellow human beings. 
9. Collaborate with other local groups, organizations, and associations to grow the 

beauty and goodness of the community. 
10. Contribute to the elimination of the discouraging effects of poverty that define life as 

ugly, and refocus communal energy on the beauty in life. 
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Our accomplishments: 
 

 104 Backpacks distributed to children 

 Purchased a building and land for the Living 
Media Center 

 $1200 donated to local schools to repair 
earthquake damage and build temporary 
shelters 

 First term of the Living Media Learning Institute 
with 115 students registered for English class 

 Living Media Gallery Shop was opened and over 
$3800 in inventory was sold 

 Storytelling therapy project launched with more 
than 40 individuals participating 

 $3800 donated to earthquake relief and used 
for repairs and reconstruction on three homes 
for local families.   

 Sustainable energy system installed at Living 
Media Center with training to local young adults 
on electricity 

 Workshops in watercolor and acrylic painting 
techniques held with 22 participants. 

 School sponsorship program launched for 
children in primary school.  75 children 
sponsored. 

 In partnership with Kids Against Hunger, rice 
was distributed to over 300 families as disaster 
relief efforts 

 Partnership formed with Children's Cultural 
Club of Mizak (CCEM) to provide local children 
with weekend extracurricular education.  

 Living Media Kids Club was kicked off in LaVoute 
with over 100 children meeting weekly.  

 Formed Poverty Intervention Team with 20 
members representing different zones of Mizak 
to better ensure equal distribution of aid to 
those most in need 

 Second term opened at Learning Institute with 
54 new students registering for English class. 

 Adult literacy class begun with 42 students 

 

Lee Rainboth and Yvette Jean-Jaques with children 
at backpack distribution. 

 
Volunteer leaders with children at Living Media 
Kid's Club. 

 
Kesnel Tondreaux handing out Kids Against Hunger 
food relief boxes. 

 
 
 

Financial Report 
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Total funds donated: $34,876.46 
Total gallery sales:  $4,822.00 
Learning Institute Income:  $1,596.00 
Total Income 2010: $41,294.46 
 
Funding Priorities for 2011: 
1.  Staff Salaries ($3320 per month) 
2.  LMI Center Renovation ($6300) 
3.  Jacmel Location Rent ($4000 per year) 
4.  Earthquake Reconstruction ($2500 per house) 
5.  Vehicle ($30,000) 
6.  Gallery Shop preparation ($1250 in renovation, $2000 in inventory) 
7.  Preschool ($24,500) 
8.  LMI Center Finishing Touches ($2250) 
9.  Volunteer Housing ($22,000) 
10. Larger Learning Institute Location ($130,000) 
11. Music Studio ($4000) 
 
Regular operating expenses: $5570.00 per month 
Total projected budget for 2011: $289,140.00 
 

 
Projected Timeline 
December, 2010 -Continue renovations to LMI Center (windows, floor, toilet, outer wall) 
 -Hold first international exhibition for LMI artists 
 -Hold general assembly in Mizak to register members 
January, 2011 -Begin construction of Preschool 
 -Finish renovations to LMI Center and paint  
 -Apply for Social Recognition through the Minister of Culture in Haiti 
February 2011 -Purchase Vehicle 
 -Open Gallery Shop in Jacmel 
March 2011 -Open new classes at Learning Institute (painting, crafts, deaf education, 

and radio broadcasting as possibilities) 
 -First Annual LMI Celebration 
July 2011 -Hold Annual US Board Meeting 
 -Open 4th Session/2nd school year at Learning Institute 
August 2011  -Open LMI Music Studio 
 -Publish book of earthquake stories 
  
 
 

Donors 
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 Hospice of Midland, Midland, Texas 

 Grace United Methodist Church, Marcus, Iowa 

 CMRC 

 LeMars Community School 

 Meriden Evangelical Free Church, Meriden, Iowa 

 Davis County Community School 

 Alta United Methodist Church, Alta, Iowa 

 Calvary United Methodist Church, Ames, Iowa 

 Holy Name Catholic Church CYO, Marcus, Iowa 

 Ellen Kamischke  

 Mardi Andrews 

 Mary Navratil 

 Jim and Belinda Leavitt 

 Elizabeth and Joshua Spiker 

 Nancy Hier 

 Jeff and Anne Ringger 

 Judy Nieuwenhuis 

 Wendy and Todd Tryon 

 Sandra Knop 

 Donna Rainboth and Jim McGuiver 

 Steve and Sheila Remington 

 Gene and Joanne Peterson 

 Terry and Diana Pollard 

 Mary Hobach 

 Charolette and Gilbert Bentley 

 Al Hoefling 
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Learning Institute Report 
 
Overview  
Young adults in Haiti often get stuck behind impossible educational barriers that impede them 
from ever realizing their true potential.  The purpose of our Living Media Learning Institute is to 
help remove those roadblocks and put our students on a path to becoming what they were 
created to be.  Within Living Media's broad spectrum of activities, this is our most crucial 
objective so opening classes at our Learning Institute was our top priority as the organization 
commenced this year.  The earthquake of January left many young adults returning to their rural 
homes after losing their universities and schools in the cities where they were studying, which 
made our work even more essential as these students were now more in need of local 
opportunities for higher education than ever before.  After taking a survey of potential students, 
we found that there was the most interest in a course in English and so it was decided that this 
would be the first course that we would offer at our learning institute.  Registration for the class 
began in May and the first class was held June 30th.  An original 115 students were registered for 
the class, and after having some move back to the city or become engaged in other activities we 
found a consistent student body of 96 individuals.  These 96 were split into four different groups 
meeting at different times throughout the week.  Each class meets twice a week for 2 hours 
each day.  A small fee is required from each student to help pay for instructors' salaries and 
classroom materials.   
 
The intention was for classes to be held at our Living Media center, but because of the 
renovations that we were carrying out on the building, classes were began at the house of 
Executive Director, Lee Rainboth.  In the meantime, as part of our building renovations, LMI 
volunteers installed an innovative energy system to provide the center with the electricity that it 
will require to host our activities.  This system includes both a solar panel and a wind generator 
that work together to provide the building with current.  This is the only hybrid renewable 
energy system of its kind that exists in the entire country of Haiti and one of the very few to use 
a wind generator at all.  Living Media is proud of this innovation and we are looking forward to 
utilizing it when we finish the other renovations to the center and transfer all of our Learning 
Institute classes to this location.  All renovations are projected to be finished by the beginning 
2011 so that all classes for the third session may be started there in March.   
 
In addition to ongoing classes offered each term, we also offer occasional short-term workshops 
and seminars according to available resources and volunteer instructors.  These are always free 
of charge and open to the public.  Our first workshops were held this July with a guest artist 
training students in watercolor and acrylic painting techniques.   
 
Our second session of classes was opened in November with ........ new students registering for 
the English class and the opening of an adult literacy course which welcomed ............. adult 
students.  These adults have lacked basic education since their childhoods and now are learning 
to read and write through this new Learning Institute program.  Due to the nature of this class, 
we decided to also offer it free of charge to allow as many people as possible to take advantage 
of this invaluable knowledge. 
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About our Students 
 Average age: 23 years old 

 55 % Female, 45% Male 
 

Financial 

 

 
Future 
Our Learning Institute is intended to be a place for creative ideas to grow and possibilities to be 
envisioned.  For this reason, we plan to expand the course offerings greatly as financial, 
location, and human resources allow.  Other classes that we would like to offer include art, 
crafts, music, radio broadcasting, creative writing, computer, and design.  There has been active 
interest demonstrated in all of these subjects within our current student body and other 
community members however most of these subjects require more space and materials than 
our current English and Literacy courses, so we will continue to add a little each session as we 
are able.  We also keep the possibility open for other subjects as well as long as they are 
determined to be able to contribute to the community's potential to develop itself.   

75%

19%

6%

Income

Donations

Student Fees

Class Materials Sales

24%

67%

4%

5%

Expenses

Instructors' Salaries

Center Renovations

Workshops

Classroom 
Materials
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Students in English class Students taking an exam 

    

   
Professors Jona and Lee in English class Guest artist Sarah Letsche with students 

watercolor workshop. 
Volunteers, Derek and 
Raphael, building desks 
for the classroom. 

 

 
  

Future site of LMI Learning Institute which we are currently renovating Volunteers working on maintenance 
tower for wind generator. 
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Art Gallery Shop Report 
 
Overview   
Everything that Living Media does is art in one form or another as every step that we take to 
encourage development in our community is a step towards more creative solutions to the 
problems that plague a society.  This is how we create one communal work of art as lives are 
transformed and beauty grows.  Through our art gallery shop we are able to share that beauty 
with a much larger group of global citizens who are interested in our geographical area.  The 
majority of our customers are tourists, mission teams, aid workers, and Haitian Diaspora who 
travel to the area for a short time and are looking for unique souvenirs and gifts to buy to take 
back with them.  There are many other shops in the area offering art and souvenirs to these 
types of customers, however most of these shops follow cliché production tactics to generate 
business which cheapens the integrity of those artists who are truly trying to create art that is 
creative and quality.  So our art gallery shop exists to provide local artists and craftspeople 
opportunities to sell their work in a way that is dignified and provide the local tourist 
atmosphere with a new way of shopping with products that won't be found anywhere else in 
the country.  The shop is also innovative in its sophisticated organization and ease of buying that 
it offers customers which is hard to find in other shops of the area.  In this way, every item that 
we sell in the shop becomes a unique tool of communication as the customer carries the 
product home; it is these products that then tell the story of Haiti to those who cannot 
experience it firsthand.   
 
The art gallery shop is also designed to be an integral source of revenue for Living Media to help 
cover our necessary overhead expenses which allow us to carry out all of our other community 
programs.  For this reason it was the first step that we were preparing to take at the beginning 
of the year.  Before Living Media even officially began operation we had began investing in 
inventory for the shop and searching for locations to create the shop.  We had decided to create 
the shop in the nearby of city of Jacmel which is known as an artistic center for the country and 
is also a popular tourist destination, but lacking in quality shops.  At the very beginning of the 
year we had identified an ideal building which we decided to rent to host the gallery shop.  On 
the morning of January 12th, we received our transfer of the money that we needed to rent the 
building and we had made an appointment with the owner of the property the next day to close 
the deal.  It was that same afternoon that the earthquake struck the country and dramatically 
changed our perspective.   This building that we were planning to rent was severely damaged in 
the quake and we were obligated to abandon our plans and rethink our priorities.   
 
At that point the opening of the gallery shop in Jacmel was moved down the list of priorities and 
we chose instead to focus on beginning our activities in our rural area of Mizak instead.  
However, with the inventory already on hand, we found ways to begin selling our items even in 
Mizak as the earthquake created an influx of work teams entering the area.  At first the shop 
was set up in the bedroom of Executive Director, Lee Rainboth, at the home of the family who 
had taken him in as his home was destroyed in the quake.  It was in this tiny room that Living 
Media's shop was born with a limited inventory of some paintings and musical instruments.  
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Then as Lee's house was rebuilt, the shop was moved there and inventory was expanded with 
many more local artists and craftspeople represented.   
 

Financial 
 

 
 

Sales by item 
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Future 
We continue to search for just the right location in Jacmel to open up our shop as the potential 
for business there is undeniable.  At the Jacmel location, we also intend for it to not only be a 
shop for sales, but also create an exhibition gallery to host rotating shows from both local and 
visiting artists.  This will be the first gallery of its kind in the area providing artists with a unique 
opportunity to display their art to the public in a way that does not diminish the integrity of the 
art with an obligation of sales.  Its goal will be to feature new and emerging ideas in Haitian art 
and encourage the future generation of creative thinkers to push the artistic climate beyond 
kitschy tourist items and the stigma of primitivism that has been imposed from the outside. 
 
There has also been an interest shown in marketing some of our unique products and art in the 
United States, so we are looking at possibilities of expanding our sales through partnerships 
with American stores, galleries, and importers. 
 

  
Inside the shop. Colorful hand-woven hammocks. 

50%

20%

20%

10%

Expenses

Inventory New Product Investment LMI Overhead Community Programs
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Some of our artists.   
 

   

  
Some of our gallery paintings. 
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Child Sponsorship Program Report 
 
Overview  
School in Haiti is never free.  Even the public schools require students to pay tuition and buy 
their own books.  All schools also require uniforms for all students.  Then there are school 
supplies, backpacks, shoes, contributions for school lunches, and more that all add to the fees 
that families have to pay in order to provide their children with an education.  However, being 
able to pay all of these expenses is extremely difficult for parents who do not have work or any 
possibility for income.  These parents value their children's educations so highly that they are 
willing to make any sacrifices necessary to send their kids to school, yet, despite so many of 
their honorable efforts, many parents fall short and are not able to provide their children with 
this opportunity.  Even if they send their children to class at the beginning of the school year, by 
the second or third week, schools send over a fourth of children home because they are not 
able to pay the fees.  Circumstances have grown even more serious lately as the earthquake of 
January 2010 left many orphans without anyone come alongside them or even make an effort 
on behalf of their educations as well as extended family members taking in extra children that 
they were not expecting to have to provide for this year.   
 
In response to this situation, and inspired by an evident interest by foreign supporters, the 
young adults of Living Media decided to initiate a sponsorship program for the children of Mizak 
that are  the most in need of aid for their educations. Recognizing how fortunate they have 
been to receive their educations, LMI's young adults have committed themselves to ensuring 
that as many children as possible in the area receive that same opportunity.  In this way these 
children will also be able to grow up with the tools they need to be good citizens ready to 
contribute to their community's development, but it has to start at the foundation. 
 
 In July 2010, LMI searched for children in the area who would not be able to go to school in the 
upcoming year without a little help and 30 children were registered as Living Media's first group 
of sponsored children.  It was decided to focus on children in primary school to start with due to 
the varying expenses depending on class levels.  We received an encouraging response from 
American supporters and were able to find sponsors for all 30 children.  After that another 21 
children were registered in the program for a total of 51 children who were connected with 
foreign sponsors and sent to school by Living Media at the beginning of the school year in 
October.   
 
The price for sponsorship is set at $150 per year for one child.  This money covers the tuition, 
uniform, books, and backpack for each child.  A portion of each sponsorship also goes to 
support our weekend children's clubs in which the sponsored children participate as an 
extracurricular opportunity to augment their educations.  We have also chosen to reserve a 
small portion of the funds received to support what we call "special circumstance children".  
These children are ones who after school has started for a week or two, they perhaps find 
themselves in an unexpected situation such as a parent or guardian falling ill or their family is 
forced to move from their home for some reason or another and the children now need extra 
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help in providing for their schooling.  Also in this category are children who perhaps have been 
able to register for school but after a week or two they are still carrying their books in their 
hands or are wearing a worn out uniform from last year that is too small for them.  All of these 
children need a little help in one form or another or short-term help for the current school year, 
but maybe do not require the full services of our ongoing sponsorship program.  So we do what 
we can with available funds to help these children in special circumstances as well. 
 
Facts About Sponsored Children 
                      
                         Age                                                 Grade 

Age Number of 
Children 

4 yrs. 2 

5 yrs. 4 

6 yrs. 5 

7 yrs. 6 

8 yrs. 11 

9 yrs. 3 

10 yrs. 5 

11 yrs. 4 

12 yrs. 5 

13 yrs. 2 

14 yrs. 4 

 
 

Financial 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Grade Number of 
Children 

Kindergarten 7 

1st 15 

2nd 7 

3rd 7 

4th 7 

5th 4 

6th 4 

72%

10%

10%

8%

Sponsored Children Educations Weekend Children's Programs

Overhead Special Circumstance Children

Tuition

Textbooks

Uniforms

Backpacks
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Future 
 
Living Media has made an encouraging first step in a short amount of time with this program; 
however, the need for this type of aid in the area is great and we are brainstorming ways to 
expand the program to reach more children in need.  Our goal by the end of 2011 is to have 250 
children registered in the program.  We are also considering ways that the program can reach 
beyond primary students and help provide for those students in secondary school and the 
Rheto and Philo levels of school.  By finding ways to help more children and young adults find 
the educations that they need to graduate from high school we can prepare them for the higher 
education that invests in their true purposes on this earth, which is what our efforts are all 
about.  However, if they lack the base education, it's impossible for us to help them take that 
next step to fulfilling their destinies. 
 
 

        
Some of our sponsored Children 
 

    
Programs Director, Serge Gabriel, in a meeting                Children at one of our partner weekend 
with parents of sponsored children                                    programs, CCEM. with volunteer leader
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